USABILITY TEST
NEWSLETTER SIGNUP

Data Acquisition Project Newsletter Signup
Usability Testing

GOAL
Examine incentives for newsletter signup and
usability - how component order, format, and copy
influence how users perceive the signup process
and the questions.

TEST SETUP
Outline of Form Setup for Tested Newsletter Content
TEST 1- CONVERSATIONAL

TEST 2 - PERSONALIZATION

LATEST NEWS

15% DISCOUNT

INTRO TEXT [CASUAL]

INTRO TEXT [SEMI-FORMAL]

PREFERENCES

AGE CONFIRMATION

GENDER
MARKETING CONSENT

EMAIL
2ND STEP

EMAIL

Hypothesis
Users are more likely to provided to provide their
personal contact information once they have
committed to a previous task (preferences + legal
terms and conditions).
Users can be triggered by different incentives such
as staying updated on the latest news as well as
recieving the latest discounts.
Preferences will be understood as an optional field
and users are unlikely to engage with it.

Notes
Incentive

AGE CONFIRMATION

Different headers are tested to appeal to users that would be
incetivized by category specfic news (Test 2) and discounts (Test 1).

Tone of Voice

GENDER
PREFERENCES
CTA [CASUAL]

A casual tone of voice is used in Test 1 using rheterical questions,
Test two uses a semi-formal tone .

MARKETING CONSENT

Marketing Consent + Age Confirmation
Legal Requirements are left consistent to comply with GDPR
requirements

CTA [SEMI-FORMAL]

RESULTS
Overall users had a preference of Test 2 based on the quantitative score in the SUS test. Users appreciated the
ability to select preferences and mentioned they were more inclined to provide their email address after
selecting their preferences
Format
Users felt like both forms was short and concise,
however other users felt the form could appear in
a one-page format

Percieved Ease of Use
Test 1 Users found that the form was quick to go
through. Most did not notice that legal consent was at
the very beginning of the form.
Test 2 Participants also found that the form was
quick and straight-forward. Users appreciated the
inclusion of preferences in the newsletter and felt
like they had more control over the content they
were receiving.

Sequence of Questions
Test 1 Almost all users did not notice the change of
components, next to none noticed that the legal terms
and conditions were asked first. .
Test 2 Users stated that they felt the sequence of
questions were logical. Some noticed that gender
options were separated from the preferences and did
not understand the reasoning behind this.

EVALUATIVE TEST
SOLARBOOST

EVALUATIVE TEST
SOLARBOOST
Unmoderated User Testing

GOAL
Evaluate users understanding of what the benefits
of solarboost and their understanding of the
different available models and their signature
features.

STUDY SETUP
UNITED KINGDOM
8 Participants

UNITED STATES
8 Participants

16 PARTICIPANTS
USER TYPE

Versatile female atheletes, beginner runners, adidas
experienced runners, experienced runners with other
brands
GENDER

AGE

Female (7), Male (9)

18 - 35

MARKETS
US | UK

CONCLUSION
SolarBoost is seen as a running shoe for professional runners that run outdoors on hard surfaces.
Consumers understand from product features and visuals that the shoe is for professionals, but still do not
understanding what type of running SolarBoost is for.
SolarBoost is seen as unique because of it’s aerospace engineering technology.
Users understand that aerospace engineering is Solarboost’s defining feature, however are uncertain how this
technology is integrated into the shoe.
There are different interpretations of what the franchise is and which models are included.
Consumers have different understandings of what is the franchise (Solar or SolarBoost) and because of this
have difficulties understanding which models are included
in the franchise.
There are different interpretations of what the franchise is and which models are included.
Consumers have different understandings of what is the franchise (Solar or SolarBoost) and because of this
have difficulties understanding which models are included
in the franchise.

SURVEYS + SEMI-STRUCTURED
INTERVIEWS
INSPIRATION ON ADIDAS

PLP NEEDS AND INTENTS ON
ADIDAS
Surveys, Unmodereated-, Moderated-,Interviews

GOAL
Gain insight into the intents and needs of lifestyle
product users, why they choose adidas for lifestyle
products, how they get inspired to make online
purchases and what does the journey of finding the
right product look like.

APPROACH
DISCOVER
Insights into the problem
Unmoderated Interviews
Explore and document
users’ intents of lifestyle
product users
Quantitative Survey
Validate and prioritise the
intents we discover in
unmoderated interviews
Moderated Interviews
Uncover lifestyle
products’ users
journey on adidas.com

DEFINE
The areas to focus on

DEVELOP
Potential Solutions

DELIVER
Solutions that work

STUDY SETUP
STEP 1: UNMODERATED INTERVIEW SETUP
Sessions conducted using Usertesting.com.
Three (3) pilot tests.
A total of 14 unmoderated interviews with users in the US and UK
Participants were asked to share why they choose adidas for
lifestyle products, their
shopping preferences, and previous visits to the adidas website.

STEP 2: QUANTITATIVE SURVEY SETUP
Survey conducted using Qualtrics.
103 valid responses from our US panel.
Participants were asked to prioritise the intents that best reflect
the reasons
why they wear adidas lifestyle products and purchase those
products online.
Participants were also asked to discuss their last visit to
adidas.com, what were they
looking for, why they were looking for that product, and what they
ended up purchasing.

STEP 3: MODERATED INTERVIEW SETUP
A total of 14 moderated interviews with users in the US and UK. 5
of these users
were Amplifiers.
60 minutes in-depth remote sessions completed using video
conferencing.
Participants talked about how they get style inspiration and their
decision making
process for buying lifestyle products.
Participants also went through the adidas site (split between
desktop and mobile)
and gave their feedback on finding a lifestyle product for
themselves.
US participants were given an incentive during the session to
mimic a more realistic
shopping scenario.

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
(This is not a comprehensive views of the complete study)

USERS CATEGORIZE THEIR VISIT TO THE WEBSITE AS CATEGORY SPECIFIC
A majority of participants self-reported that they look at a product category on the
site. However, we observed that they go back and forth between browsing through
different categories and being focused on one category of products, especially for
lifestyle purchases.

21% of the participants surveyed stumbled
across a product they weren’t looking for during

103 Responses

their last visit to adidas.com and purchased that
instead.
I look for specific products I have in
mind
I look for products within a certain
product category
I browse without any specific
product/category in mind to see
what adidas can offer me.

22%
47%
34%

USERS ARE INSPIRED BY VISUALS
Participants scanned product images to visualise if the product will fit their body type, style as
well as what they have already, making an outfit. Some paid attention to everything including the
model’s hairstyle.

MOST ISSUES USERS FACED WERE RELATED TO TERMINOLOGY
Terminology in filters, main navigation, and ctas provided problematic to users as they were
browsing. Many of the categories on the website relating to collections often were confused with
product types.

INCONSISTENT INTERACTION PATTERNS WERE NOTED BY USERS
Participants lost their filter selections as they moved back and forth between PLP and
PDPs.
Participants weren’t always clear how products were sorted by default on the page. When
sorted by newest, the products initially featured as “New” change positions on the PLP
which could potentially confuse users.

